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Protein–protein interaction (PPI) inhibitors discovered so 
far show marked differences from the majority of known 
drugs and especially compounds in commercial libraries. 
This goes some way towards explaining why high-
throughput screening campaigns against PPIs are 
relatively unsuccessful, providing few tractable chemical 
starting points. PPI inhibitors tend to be larger, more 
hydrophobic, contain more sp3 carbons and more 
stereocenters than compounds developed for more 
traditional targets such as kinases. This problem is 
beginning to be tackled by academic groups specializing 
in library synthesis and commercial compound vendors 
that are tailoring sections of their libraries for PPI 
inhibition and adding new compounds appropriately. In 
the academic environment, new strategies such as 
diversity-oriented synthesis provide access to screening 
quantities of diverse and natural product-like compounds, 
which possess an increased number of stereogenic 
centers and diversification points. Computational 
approaches are increasingly being used to filter 
commercial libraries for compounds with PPI-inhibitor 
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properties. These combined strategies in 
time will hopefully deliver more promising 
leads for inhibiting PPIs.

Beyond the ‘rule of five’ for 
compound libraries

In the last decade, significant advancements have been made in the 
development of inhibitors of PPIs. The combined efforts of many 
laboratories have led to key insights into what may be required to identify 
PPI inhibitors, and the major pitfalls and difficulties. Many different 
approaches have been used, which include peptidomimetics, stabilized 
peptide therapeutics and fragment-based drug discovery, which are all 
discussed elsewhere in this book. However, high-throughput screening 
(HTS) remains one of the most widely used approaches. This typically 
requires large (>10,000) compound libraries, which are screened in vitro 
using a cell-free assay. One of the major problems of this approach has 
turned out to be the compound libraries themselves, in which putative PPI 
inhibitors are poorly represented, resulting in low hit rates. Traditional 
compound libraries, both commercial and in-house, have been biased 
towards historical drug targets of the last 15–20 years, which predominantly 
include enzymes and G-protein-coupled receptors. They have largely fallen 
into a set of parameters known as the ‘rule of five’, coined to increase the 
probability of obtaining an orally bioavailable molecule. Molecules 
designed to modulate traditional targets have not fared well against PPIs, 
the reasons for which are now becoming clear.

In general, PPI inhibitors have increased molecular masses and 
hydrophobicity compared with many traditional drugs; however, these 
properties vary depending on the specific interaction being targeted. 
The best examples to study these properties are those with several 
inhibitors available covering different scaffolds or chemotypes. These 
include the p53/MDM2 and the BCL-2/Bax interactions. p53 is a key 
tumor suppressor that can induce growth arrest and apoptosis. p53 can 
be inactivated by MDM2, which is over-expressed in some tumors. 
Therefore inactivating MDM2 by inhibiting its interaction with p53 is a 
viable anticancer strategy. The BCL family of proteins include several 
proapoptotic proteins that can be inactiv ated by antiapoptotic cellular 

factors. The inhibition of this interaction 
would restore proapoptotic activity and 
result in cancer cell death. If we compare 
six recently reported, potent inhibitors of 
the two different PPIs (e.g., p53/MDM2 

High-throughput screening: the use of large 
(typically >10,000) compound libraries in 

biological assays.

’Rule of five’: a set of guidelines to increase the 
probability of finding an orally bioavailable drug.

Protein–protein-interaction inhibitors tend to 
have larger molecular weights, increased 

hydrophobicity and more sp3 carbons than enzyme 
inhibitors. New compound libraries that take these 
properties into account are needed.
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and BCL-2/Bax; Figure 3.1) we can see some general trends as well as 
marked differences [1–6].

Compounds potently targeting MDM2 are smaller and more densely 
functionalized, while those targeting BCL-2 are significantly larger, with key 
functionalities also being more spread out across the molecules. These 
differences clearly reflect the variation in the small-molecule binding sites. 
MDM2 contains three adjacent hydrophobic clefts, filled by the two 
chlorophenyl and an ethyl substituent from lead compound identified by 
Amgen (Figure 3.2A). Inhibitors of BCL-2, such as the one by Novartis, cover 
a much wider area and also contain large linker regions (highlighted in blue 
in Figure 3.1) that connect key interaction sites. The main similarity 
between both groups of molecules is the increased hydrophobic 
functionality compared with traditional drugs that target enzymes or 
receptors. This reflects the fact that key contacts at protein–protein 
interfaces are often made by burying hydrophobic residues in clefts on 
surfaces. Most analyzed compounds break the molecular weight (MW) and 
logP rules of the ‘rule of five’; however, several of these compounds and 
derivatives are orally bioavailable and have either entered or will soon 
enter clinical trials [7]. Clearly, re-evaluating the structural guidelines for 
identifying PPI inhibitors would be prudent.

A more widespread analysis of all PPI inhibitors to date (conducted and 
stored in the 2P2I database) [8] has prompted researchers to formulate new 
guidelines to increase the probability of finding PPI inhibitors in screening 
libraries [9]. These are termed the ‘rule of four’ and include a large MW 
(>400), a higher logP (>4), an increased number of rings (more than four) 
and hydrogen-bond acceptors (more than four). It is important to note that 
this analysis was conducted on heavily optimized compounds, and may not 
necessarily reflect the requirements for initial leads. In addition, it does 
not take into account the fact that several PPI inhibitors were initially 
identified from fragment screens.

Observing other PPI targets with fewer validated compounds shows that 
while increasing hydrophobicity is generally required, a large molecular 
weight may not be (Figure 3.3). Several recently discovered PPI inhibitors 
with significantly different structures maintain a smaller size, despite 
having undergone some degree of optimization.

MI-2–2, an inhibitor of menin and the mixed lineage leukemia fusion 
protein that occurs in some types of leukemia, is a promising anticancer 
therapy [10], while GS-B, an inhibitor of the interaction between HIV 
integrase and the human protein LEDGF, could potentially provide a new 
treatment for HIV [11]. Both compounds have a MW of below 500 and CLogP 
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Figure 3.1. Small molecules targeting different protein–protein interactions display varying 
sizes and ClogPs. 
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values between 3.8 and 5.5; very reasonable values for drug leads. 
Therefore, rather than excluding compounds that fall below the ‘rule of 
four’ a priori, the authors propose a more inclusive approach that is less 
restrictive. For traditional HTS, only compounds classed as fragments 
would be removed in the first instance (or screened with the appropriate 
techniques), while larger compounds would remain. Those that remain 
would be subjected to strict parameters for removal of compounds 
containing undesirable functionalities. It has become particularly important 
to pay attention to structural features of molecules that may render them 
promiscuous and more likely to be false 
positives (Figure 3.4), particularly when 
searching for PPI inhibitors, as will be 
outlined below.

Screens for novel PPI inhibitors often give 
fewer hits with lower potency, due to the 
lack of appropriate libraries. As a result 
researchers are often faced with the difficult 
decision to progress compounds that may 
otherwise have been discarded. To reduce 
the chance of a false positive it is important 
to be aware of common issues encountered 
in typical in vitro assays. These include 
nonspecific binding, aggregation and 
compound solubility problems, which can all 
result in a positive assay result. In addition, 

Figure 3.3. Recently identified PPI inhibi-
tors with properties more similar to pub-
lished guidelines for small-molecule orally 
 bioavailable therapeutics.
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caution should be taken when using redox 
and otherwise reactive compounds, as there 
are examples in the literature where such 
compounds have resulted in wrong 
conclusions being drawn about PPIs. To 
counteract this, guidelines have emerged on 
how to remove or at least be aware of such 
compounds [12]. Researchers setting up 
screening libraries from scratch may also 
wish to use the appropriate computational 
filters before purchasing or synthesizing 
compounds containing questionable 
functional groups. It must be noted that like 
all such general ‘rules’ these filters are not 
absolute, and there are compounds with 

such properties in marketed drugs. If compounds with redox or reactive 
properties do appear as hits in screening campaigns, the appropriate 
control experiments to validate these compounds should be undertaken. 
These include confirming the hit in an orthogonal primary assay as well as 
a secondary biophysical assay, such as isothermal titration calorimetry, 
surface plasmon resonance or NMR. Where possible data should be 
complemented with credible structure–activity relationships and 
structural information on protein binding achieved through x-ray 
crystallography or NMR.

Increasing molecular diversity & complexity
It is now accepted that to increase the probability of identifying PPI 
inhibitors our screening collections must contain molecules with greater 
size, diversity and complexity. Interfaces between proteins can vary in size, 
shape and structure, and therefore it is unlikely that one single class or 
structural motif in a small molecule will be able to provide hits or leads 
against a whole range of PPIs. To combat this problem, several approaches 
to increase diversity and biological relevance have been outlined and, in 
some cases, successfully implemented. One of these is termed diversity-
oriented synthesis (DOS) [13]. The general aim of DOS is to construct libraries 
of great structural diversity in a few easily executable synthetic steps to 
deliver milligram quantities of compounds for screening. There are four 
main classifications for molecular diversity: skeletal, appendage, functional 

group and stereochemical. Most DOS 
approaches focus on maximizing skeletal 
diversity, as variation in the molecular 

Figure 3.4. Potentially reactive functionalities 
that may cause false positives in screening 
campaigns.
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skeleton greatly affects the overall com-
pound structure and results in the most 
diverse scaffolds, which will hopefully be 
bioactive in different ways. Several 
approaches to achieve this goal have been 
described. The reagent-based approach 
utilizes different reagents but common, 
cheap starting materials to assemble 
complex scaffolds. Conversely, the substrate-based approach uses different 
substrates assembled in few synthetic steps, which can be subjected to 
similar reaction conditions, leading to different scaffolds. The final 
molecular construction approach is termed the ‘build/couple/pair’ strategy, 
which can be thought of as a combination of the two previous strategies. 
As these concepts have been extensively reviewed in the literature, we 
will only discuss the successes as a result of this strategy and the future 
directions for this approach in PPI-inhibitor discovery.

Several small-molecule inhibitors of BCL-2 have been identified using DOS 
strategies (Figure 3.5). Marcaurelle and coworkers have identified selective 
BCL-2 inhibitors from a cytidine-inspired DOS library [14]. Given their 
complexity, these compounds were prepared in few synthetic steps 
following a large-scale synthesis of key precursors. The compounds 
obtained are low micromolar inhibitors of BCL-2 and represent a useful 
starting point for medicinal chemistry. In line with the trends previously 
identified, these compounds have a large MW (>500), and relatively large 
CLogP values. In addition, they also display an increased number of 
stereocenters, a trait usually associated with natural products (NPs). These 
are predicted to confer selectivity for a specific target and are often 
included as a priority in compound libraries obtained from DOS. To assess 
the importance of stereogenic centers and sp3 carbons, Schreiber et al. 
screened 15,000 compounds from diverse sources such as DOS, NPs and 
commercially available ones, on 100 unrelated protein targets [15]. The 
results confirmed that an increase in sp3 content and stereogenic centers 
gave increased specificity and a better overall hit rate across the targets. 
Conversely, compounds with the least sp3 carbons and stereocenters gave 
the highest degree of promiscuity. This correlates with the observation 
that stereocenter count increases during drug development [16]. Combined, 
this information confirms the importance of complexity in compound 
libraries and validates DOS as a strategy to address this. For compounds 
obtained by DOS to fulfil their potential, it is crucial that they are screened 
in as many PPI (and other) assays as possible. The strength of these libraries 
is the diverse bioactivity that the compounds display, which can require 

More emphasis needs to be set on functional 
group filters during library design to avoid false 

positives in high-throughput screening campaigns.

Diversity-oriented synthesis and the basic input/
output system provide new strategies to address the 
diversity and natural product likeness issues in 
current libraries.
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many screening campaigns to be identified. With new PPI targets being 
identified and screened for on a regular basis, the potential of DOS for 
inhibiting PPIs will continue to grow.

Given the importance of diversity in screening collections, it is imperative 
to note that this can also be achieved by screening NP libraries. NPs have 
long been thought to target key cell-survival mechanisms, which has 
recently also been quantified computationally [17]. This suggests that they 
may be most suitable for targeting pathogens or signaling pathways in 
diseases such as cancer. Despite well-known limitations, such as 
availability and synthetic intractability, NPs have been a vast source of 
drugs, and have provided some of the most well-known PPI modulators 
(Figure 3.6) [18].

Modulators of microtubule polymerization, such as the stabilizers taxol 
and epithilone B, as well the destabilizers colchicine and vinblastine, are 
all NPs. In addition, colchicine and vinblastine bind to different sites on 
tubulin, which are also distinct from the taxol binding site, suggesting 
that nature can offer different ways to modulate the same PPIs. New NP 
modulators of microtubules are still being discovered and approved for 
clinical use (e.g., eribulin, derived from the NP halichondrin). Other PPI 

Figure 3.5. Small-molecule inhibitors of BCL-2 identified by diversity-oriented 
synthesis.
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Figure 3.6. Natural products provide a wealth of protein–protein interaction modulators.
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stabilizing compounds include the immunosuppressive NP rapamycin. It 
exerts its activity by binding to FKBP12, and this complex can bind and 
inhibit mTOR complex 1. Analogs of rapamycin have also found use as 
anticancer therapy due to several tumors having deregulated mTOR 
signaling. Another interesting example of a NP PPI stabilizer is fusicoccin. 
This compound stabilizes the interaction between a 14-3-3 protein and 
the plant proton pump PMA2, leading to the opening of the gas-exchange 
pores on its leaves [19].

All of the NPs discussed display large MWs, a high sp3 carbon content and 
a greater number of stereocenters. This further supports the need for new 
guidelines for PPI-inhibitor design and the need for diverse and NP-like 
chemical libraries. To address this challenge, the strategy of biology-
inspired synthesis has also been developed [20]. This involves synthesizing 
compounds based on known bioactive scaffolds, such as NPs, and evaluating 
them in several screening campaigns. This strategy has been successful in 
several target areas, and it will be interesting to see this concept applied 
to PPI screening efforts.

Commercial efforts for PPI screening libraries
HTS capabilities have moved from being exclusively conducted in industrial 
settings, to being available in larger academic institutions. This includes 
the possibility to set up screening libraries aimed towards identifying PPI 
inhibitors. To address bias in commercial libraries towards traditional 
targets, several companies have embarked on synthetic and acquisition 
efforts to enhance diversity in their libraries specifically enriching in PPI-
inhibitor chemical space. Suppliers such as ChemDiv (CA, USA) [101] and 
Asinex (Moscow, Russia) [102] have both released targeted PPI libraries, 
which comprise a mixture of peptidomimetic scaffolds with a higher degree 
of diversity. The synthesis of compounds inspired by peptide or protein 
secondary structure is another area of active research in the PPI-inhibitor 
field. Compounds that can mimic secondary structure motifs at the PPI 
binding interface have proven to be useful inhibitors. In addition, these 
mimics can be useful across several PPIs with the same secondary structure, 
therefore significantly reducing the need to design specific scaffolds for 
individual PPIs. Obtaining such compounds commercially may enhance the 
hit rates of HTS campaigns against PPIs. Pharmaceutical companies are 
also interested in the potential wealth of new targets in PPI space, and 
have invested heavily in companies that provide novel libraries or new 
approaches for targeting them. For example, Forma Therapeutics (MA, 
USA), has developed a proprietary library containing compounds derived 
from DOS, and has a strong focus on PPIs as a target class. Another example 
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is Ensemble Therapeutics (MA, USA), which has used its patented DNA-
templated chemistry to construct very large (>1 million) compound libraries 
based exclusively on macrocycles. Other companies using macrocycles 
specifically to target PPIs include TranzymePharma (Now Ocera 
Therapeutics, CA, USA) and Polyphor Ltd (Allschwil, Switzerland). 
Macrocycles have been described as particularly efficacious against PPIs, 
as their larger size is more suitable for targeting the large interfaces 
between proteins; however, the full potential for this target class remains 
to be discovered [21]. It is likely that specialized laboratories or dedicated 
companies such as those outlined, will be required to address the intrinsic 
difficulties with macrocycle library synthesis and modulation of the often-
problematic pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties. The 
anticipated results in this area should be announced in the near future and 
will be indicative of whether this particular approach can be fruitful for 
providing clinically relevant PPI inhibitors.

Conclusion
Several approaches exist for creating or acquiring libraries for targeting 
PPIs, although the debate on the exact composition of such libraries 
continues. However, a general consensus has emerged that suggests that 
current libraries are inadequate due to their historical target bias, and 
that PPI inhibitors tend to be larger and more complex than inhibitors 
or other biological targets (e.g., enzymes and G-protein-coupled 
receptors). Current rules for filtering and prioritizing compounds such as 
the ‘rule of five’ are looking increasingly inadequate for PPIs. It is likely 
that being less restrictive on size and hydrophobicity, but more stringent 
on functional groups that are known to be problematic in cell-free assays 
is the best way forward. Proprietary libraries that address these factors 
are being produced, and several are commercially available for those 
who are not equipped to construct their own using techniques such as 
DOS. The latter are areas in which academic expertise in complex 
molecule synthesis can be particularly useful, and provide new avenues 
for such complex targets.
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